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its fringe. They will accept any regime that keeps them their
jobs. A Socialist State breeds these people. Remembering 1931,
it will only be necessary now, as then, for the police to refuse to
"go against the people" and the Army to remain momentarily
quiescent for a nation that went to bed under one regime to
wake up under another once more. A monarchy fifteen cen-
turies old vanished in a night. Would a Republic five years old
offer greater resistance? In the major sense it is tragic that the
Republic, heralded as a regime of tolerance for all, has divided
Spain more bitterly than ever, and is allowing social discipline
to slacken. To re-establish respect for authority before it is too
late, and to retrieve the country from irreconcilable rivalries, is
the great problem awaiting statesmanship which the Cortes in
session must work out.
abyssinia
Italy has accepted the invitation of Senor de Madariaga,
Chairman of the Committee of Thirteen, to put herself into
direct relations with him, which encourages a belief that
Signor Mussolini is ready to enter upon peace negotiations.
the king and his people
At Buckingham Palace the King received addresses from a
number of public bodies, each expressing sympathy and condo-
lence on the death of King George, and congratulations to
King Edward on his accession. At the end of the ceremony,
which lasted two hours, the King thanked the representatives
for their expressions of sympathy and loyalty, to which he had
prepared and signed an individual reply. He then spoke of
King George's unceasing desire to work for the good of the
people. "It happens," he said, "that I should succeed him in this
task, and I recognise the responsibilities as well as the oppor-
tunities which lie before me. As Prince of Wales I bore a device
with an ancient motto: 'I serve.' As King I shall hold this in
constant remembrance, for a King can perform no higher
function than that of service."
He added: "May the bonds of affection between King and
people remain as firm as they were in my father's reign, and I
pray that the blessing of God may rest upon us all."
invisible ray for traffic
Hundreds of children cheered as the Minister of Transport,
Mr. Hore-Belisha, inaugurated new traffic signals which have
been installed in St. Helier Avenue, Morden, on the Sutton
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